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Mi ley Cyrus is “safe” after her
plane was struck by lightning and
had to make an emergency land-

ing. The 29-year-old singer and her
encourage were on a flight to Asuncion,
Paraguay when they got caught in a
“major unexpected storm”, and now she
has reassured fans after the scary inci-
dent. Alongside a video of the terrifying
storm on Instagram, she wrote: “To my
fans and everyone worried after hearing
about my flight to Asuncion. “Our plane
was caught in a major unexpected storm
and struck by lighting. “My crew, band,
friends and family who were all traveling
with me are safe after an emergency
landing. We were unfortunately unable
to fly into Paraguay.” Fans have
responded with messages of support
after hearing the news.

One follower replied: “THANK GOD
YOU ALL ARE SAFE (sic)” And another
added: “WE LOVE YOU MILEY IM SO
HAPPY THAT EVERYONE IS OKAY
(sic)” She is currently performing around

South America on the ʻAttentionʼ tour,
which her most recent show being a per-
formance at Lollapalooza Argentina on
March 19. She also took to the stage
Lollapalooza Chile, where she co-head-
lined the event with A$AP Rocky and DJ
Alesso. Miley - who is set to finish her
South American tour in Brazil - previously
wrote about the Chilean date: “I knew that
these festivals were going to be extra
special because I am so inspired by all of
you and inspired by the culture, all of the
color and the tradition. “And I love... a cul-
ture that respects and honors everything
that was before us... “I see a lot of evolu-
tion also, I see a lot of Pride flags out
here... I see a lot of cute boys with some
makeup on, a little bit more makeup than
me if thatʼs humanly possible. “I wanted to
put together a show that, like you, honors
every part of my history, my present and
my future.”—Bang Showbiz

After years of sniffing out illicit cash in
Albanian airports, German shepherd
Konti has a lot to look forward to in

retirement. He will enjoy it by the side of his
partner in fighting crime, his handler Ilir
Balla. The 10-year-old canine is lucky.
Unable to part ways with the dog, Balla
officially adopted him following his retire-
ment from the police force, vowing to take
care of it “until the last days of his life”.

“The relationship with the animal is spe-
cial for everyone but our attachment is dif-
ferent,” Balla told AFP, speaking at the
Institute of Police Dog Training in the capi-
tal, Tirana. “We are a team and the bond
between us is very strong, very special.”
The institute has more than 80 dogs work-
ing with police, including German shep-
herds and Malinois. Different dogs have dif-
ferent skills, from detecting drugs, weapons
or banknotes. Among the best-known is
Brandi, a German shepherd who rose to
prominence during the search-and-rescue
efforts following an earthquake in Albania
that killed around 50 people in late 2019.

Canine connection 
Konti-who was pulled from the force

due to his failing vision-still has an “excep-
tional nose”, said Balla. During the course
of his career, he helped detect large vol-
umes of undeclared cash at Tirana airport.
Konti is one of nearly 20 dogs that have
recently retired from a career with the
Albanian police due to advancing age or
performance issues.

Once retired, the dogs are officially
open to adoption to the public, with prices
ranging from 60 to 170 euros ($66-187) or
sometimes even higher. The meticulously
trained dogs offer obvious advantages to
prospective owners. Saimir Hasmataj,
looking for a retired police dog for his fami-
ly, eventually adopted Osra. He chose
Osra, who is already nine years old,
because she had “quite the story” com-
pared to the average dog, he said, having
saved lives during the course of her duties.
But for many of the police officers who
have worked so closely with them over the
years, leaving behind their trusted com-

panions when they are retired is difficult.

ʻOur heroesʼ 
Narcotics officer Dritan Zela does not

have the option of taking home his partner
Diksi because he does not have the space.
But he will remember the 11-year-old
German shepherd as an “excellent” partner
who saved his life on multiple occasions.
One time, he recalled, Diksi threw himself
on top of him when they came under fire.
“Diksi had a real instinct to protect me,
which pushed him to face the worst,” he
said, visibly moved at the memory.

But with age, his capacity to sniff out
drugs waned, so he could not continue. “I
regret his departure, we have been togeth-
er for years, we are like a family,” said the
51-year-old officer. “I will miss him but
wherever he is, I will go to visit him. They
are all our heroes.”—AFP

How black and
white became
Hollywood’s
favorite new color

Black-and-white is the hot new trend
in Hollywood, where directors of
Oscars-contending films such as

“Belfast” and “The Tragedy of Macbeth”
are embracing monochrome for its story-
telling power. Kenneth Branaghʼs child-
hood drama and Joel Coenʼs
Shakespeare adaptation are among a
batch of recent acclaimed movies shot
either entirely or mainly without color, as
filmmakers seek to tap into the mediumʼs
inherent sense of historical authenticity
and humanizing intimacy. “Color allows
you brilliantly to describe people, but
black-and-white allows you to feel peo-
ple,” Branagh said of his deeply personal
drama about violence in 1960s Northern
Ireland, which is up for seven Oscars on
Sunday including best picture.

While a “sweeping landscape of a
desert or a mountain range” can be made
epic by color, “an epic dimension of black-
and-white photography, on a massive
screen, is the human face.” The choice
“makes for a poetic dimension to things
that can otherwise seem a little banal,” he
told AFP. Meanwhile, “Tragedy of
Macbeth” cinematographer Bruno
Delbonnel told The New York Times the
effect was “meant to bring theatricality”
and give the film a timeless quality. Its star
Denzel Washington is in the running for
best actor.

Monochrome movies have of course
continued to exist since they fell out of
mainstream favor during the 1950s, when
cheaper color technology enabled more
directors to emulate the bright tones that

had dazzled audiences years earlier in
“The Wizard of Oz” and “Gone with the
Wind.” In 2012, “The Artist”-a film that was
not just black-and-white but also silent-
won best picture at the Oscars, while the
likes of “Roma” and “Mank” have won
Oscars for best cinematography more
recently. But this yearʼs colorless contin-
gent has grown.

“We all got together... it was a DGA
[Directors Guild of America] meeting,”
joked Mike Mills, whose family drama
“Cʼmon Cʼmon” starring Joaquin Phoenix
also comes in grayscale, and was nomi-
nated at this monthʼs BAFTAs.

“I love black-and-white. Iʼm super pre-
tentious. I watch a lot of black-and-white
films-theyʼre my heroesʼ films, right? I
just adore them,” Mills told AFP. In
“Passing”-whose star Ruth Negga has
been nominated for a batch of awards,
winning at the Film Independent Spirit
Awards earlier this month-the format is
used to tackle the issue of racism.
Rebecca Hallʼs directorial debut explores
“racial passing,” as two childhood friends
of mixed racial heritage have a chance
encounter in 1920s New York while both
are pretending to be white.

“It wasnʼt just a stylistic choice. I felt
that it was a conceptual choice-to make a
film about colorism... that drains the color
out of it,” Hall said at its Sundance film
festival premiere. “We look at faces, and
then we immediately put them into these
categorizations... the categorizations
become important, but they are also in
some senses absurd. “Nobody is actually
black-and-white. Film isnʼt black-and-
white. Itʼs gray.”

ʻCrazy abstractionʼ 
So, why are directors getting on the

black-and-white bandwagon now? Is it
simply a coincidence? Experts have point-
ed to broader trends such as the rise of
Instagram and social media, that may
explain why audiences-which in recent
times may have seen black-and-white
films as “old-fashioned” or “boring”-are
now more willing to give it a go. “Most
Americans have become their own film-
makers and photographers with the ability
to slap a filter onto an image and render it
in grayscale or sepia or heightened color,”
wrote Alissa Wilkinson, who covers film
and culture for Vox. “Getting used to see-
ing color-adjusted images, including
black-and-white videos and photos, could
make us associate them with the past
less. Instead of being bound by history
and time, we start to see them as simply
aesthetic choices.”

The idea that black-and-white is a
choice to deliberately look less real than
the color-filled world we actually live in
has been embraced by several of this
yearʼs efforts. “Black-and-white is such a
crazy abstraction, so does a great sort of
magic trick on the viewer,” said Mills. “ʻIʼm
not in the real world anymore. Iʼm a little
kicked off into a story, into art.ʼ” And there
was a more specific reason for his choice
in “Cʼmon Cʼmon,” a movie about an
absent uncle-played by Phoenix-bonding
with his precocious nephew. “I have this
really cute kid-black-and-white helped just
take the cute sting off of it.”— AFP

A dog trainer leads a police dog during their daily training at the Institute of Police Dogs Training in Tirana.

Dog trainers present police dogs during an auction at the Institute of Police Dogs Training in
Tirana. — AFP photos

Dog trainer Enver Hoxha strokes Brandi, a police dog serving
for finding lost people in disasters at the Institute of Police
Dogs Training in Tirana.

Police dogs bark at the breeding place at the Institute of Police Dogs Training in Tirana.

Police dogs play in the breeding
area at the Institute of Police

Dogs Training in Tirana.

In this file photo British filmmaker Kenneth
Branagh arrives for the 94th Annual Oscars
Nominees Luncheon at the Fairmont Century
Plaza Hotel in Los Angeles. — AFP 


